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PRESS RELEASE 
On the road to making it in Hollywood, a struggling actor 
catches his first big break and achieves Hollywood stardom 
– and beyond  – in the second act of this epic, bold, and 
provocative four-part tale. 

Butterbugs is becoming somebody. He has come to Hollywood to 
act, and as an aspiring performer, so far, he is a survivor. His dream 
persists... barely. But something’s coming. He has had to endure 
nearly crushing challenges with a tenacity deserving its own kind of 
award. Perhaps simple luck is all that’s needed. It soon appears, 
from unexpected quarters. And starting there, his ascent begins.  

Butterbugs is about to be exposed –  as actor, as talent, as star. A 
splash like no other will soon inundate Hollywood. As he advances, Butterbugs is gifted with the assistance of 
many: Vonda – the superstar, who literally picks him off the street; The Angry Black Priest – the super-artist, who, 
out of tragedy, teaches him wisdom; Sonny Projector – the super-agent, who sees something exceptional in this 
intriguing unknown; Old Atrocity –  the super-technician, whose cinematic expertise perfectly compliments the 
actor’s unique persona; Cody, Saskia and Justy – women to love, who love him; Pepper and Prairie – whose very 
existence may be nothing more than shadows on a screen but whose power is projected upon him; and 
Heatherette – whose reappearance happens to save his life.  

Proudly episodic, unabashedly sensational and vividly cinematic, Forward to Glory II: Exposition by Brian Paul 
Bach is a saga geared to a seasoned readership eager to embrace a daring narrative with determination and 
relish. A love of Hollywood in all its guises, high and low, old and new, is all-encompassing. Readers won’t soon 
forget this exploration into fame’s unique pressures and pleasures. From the studio lots to the world-wide 
stage, the Forward To Glory quartet is a story of passionate adventure, told with you-are-there immediacy, as 
one triumph leads to another. 

About the author: Brian Paul Bach is a writer, artist, filmmaker and photographer; he has worked across the 
entertainment business, in theatre, music and as an academic. He now lives in central Washington State with his 
wife, Sandra. His previous works include The Grand Trunk Road From the Front Seat, Calcutta’s Edifice: 
The Buildings of a Great City, and Busted Boom: The Bummer of Being a Boomer. He writes a regular 
column for Kolkata On Wheels magazine. The first book in the Forward to Glory quartet, Tempering, was 
released  in March 2017. Forward to Glory II: Exposition by Brian Paul Bach (published by Clink Street Publishing 
November 21st, 2017) will be available to order from online retailers including Amazon, and to order from all 
good bookstores. For more information, visit https://forwardtogloryquartet.wordpress.com/. 
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